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SECURITY MONITORING AND
RESPONSE SERVICES

Business is increasingly being conducted on platforms like mobile devices and
cloud services, making it difficult for traditional IT and security to keep up. With the
frequency and severity of attacks increasing, your organization needs the people,
technology, and proven methods to swiftly recognize and respond to the oncoming
rush of threats.
Delta Risk can bridge your organizational security gaps through continuous
monitoring of your network. Our ActiveEye solution prevents small threats from
evolving into bigger incidents, and reduces the time required to detect, contain,
and eradicate problems as they unfold. With years of experience in real-world
incident detection and response, we focus on your security monitoring so you can
focus on your business.

In-depth Protection
Gain comprehensive data
 rotection and cyber security
p
coverage with the peace of mind
that you don’t have to develop
your own specialized cyber
security operations.

From basic network traffic monitoring and control to more expansive compliance
reporting and tracking, we can be the extension to your security team through our
comprehensive managed services approach.

On & Off
Network Security
Network-layer and cloudservice security, on or off
the company network, for all
devices (including mobile).

Our Security Experts
Develop and implement a trusted,
enterprise-wide environment
backed by a dedicated security
team who deliver technical
guidance, thought leadership,
and critical analysis.

What

• Enterprise Networks
• Mobile Devices
• Off-network Systems
• Security Devices
• Servers and Critical System Logs

Who

• Cyber Security SOC Analysts
• Expert Incident Responders
• Threat Intelligence Analysts
• Cyber Security Engineers
• Protect Against Malicious Websites
• Protect Against Phishing Emails
• Respond to Advanced Persistent Threats
• Monitor Critical Information
• Meet Regulatory Compliance Requirements

Why
Is ActiveEye For You?

You need customized reporting to meet compliance and regulatory requirements
You need a dedicated SOC to provide 24/7 monitoring and incident response
You have a technical team but need a higher level of security expertise
You want to implement security tools but don’t have the resources
You need a vulnerability management program

Service Features
24x7 Monitoring and Alerting

Security Incident Event Monitoring (SIEM)

Actionable Notifications

Archival Event-logging From Multiple Devices

Archival Event-logging

Counter Threat Intelligence

Ability to Block Malware and Phishing

Asset Detection

Monitor and Protect Any Device Anywhere

Remote Monthly Remediation Support

Customizable Content Filtering

Support for Compliance Reporting

Portal Access to View and Manage

Vulnerability Detection and Reporting

Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS)

File Integrity Monitoring (FIM)

About Delta Risk LLC
Delta Risk LLC provides tailored, high-impact cyber security and risk management services to
government and private sector clients worldwide. Formed in 2007, Delta Risk consists of trusted
professionals with expert knowledge around technical security, policy and governance, and
infrastructure protection to help clients improve their cyber security operational capability and protect
business operations. Delta Risk is a Chertoff Group company.
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